Natural Elegance. Genuine Materials.

1-855-SlateTec
genuineroofsystems.com

Replacement or New
Construction Projects

About Us

Conventionally installed slate or handcrafted clay tile
roofs have often been too heavy and cost-prohibitive
for most home or business owners. However, the
patented Genuine Roof System interlayment eliminates
the excess overlapping materials common in those
installations, reducing the weight by up to 40%. Our
unique system also eliminates the need for hooks,
battens, or rails used with other systems. This means
that more homes and businesses can achieve the
prestigious look they want on both remodeling projects
and new construction developments due to our
lightened system.
Treasured for their beauty and

Why Replace? Clearly, the appeal of real slate and

endurance, genuine slate and

handcrafted clay tiles is unquestionable, as seen on the

handcrafted clay tile roofs have been a

finest homes and other structures around the world.

hallmark of refinement and distinction on

If you have considered a slate or handcrafted clay

homes, businesses, and public institutions

tile replacement roof of your own, but thought that it

around the world for centuries.

was unachievable, think again. Our signature system

However, these materials and installation

makes these materials attainable on virtually any home,

techniques have traditionally been too

business, or public institution. Where other materials

expensive—and heavy—to make them

are prone to leaks, damage, or expensive restructuring,

achievable on all but the largest estates

Genuine Roof Systems offer real materials that are

and establishments. Until now.

naturally durable, competitively priced, easy to install,
and lighter weight than comparable roofing methods.

Genuine Roof Systems provide genuine,
®

natural roofing materials with the
distinctive, classic aesthetics prized by
home and business owners, but without
much of the weight associated with these
materials. From replacement roofs to
new construction, our patented roofing
system achieves the same sophisticated
look as traditional installations, resulting
in dramatic transformations never before
attainable due to weight restrictions.

genuineroofsystems.com

Slate roofing is a time-tested symbol of prestige and
grace. Some of the many benefits of quality slate
roofs include its craftsmanship, performance, and

Benefits & Testing

natural environmental friendliness.
SlateTec® by Genuine Roof Systems offers an
alternative to traditional roofing methods, such as
standard slate installs, cedar shake, or synthetics for
both replacement and new construction projects.
Constructed from genuine natural stone, SlateTec
achieves the identical look as conventionally installed
slate, but without the extra weight.
The proprietary Genuine Roof Systems interlayment
is designed to project your investment against
weather and UV deterioration for 100 years when
combined with our slate.
Our team will work with you to choose from the many
slate colors and textures to create the ideal design
for your particular project. Please see our website for
more details.

• Less than six lbs. per sq. ft.
• Lower engineering and structural costs
• Genuine Roof Systems sells and ships direct
to end users (no middle man)
• 100 year warranty from Genuine 
Roof Systems
• The highest rated S-1 Grade V
 ermont Slate
• Endless options for application including:
random widths, color, and blends, drop
downs, or staggers
• Critter resistant
HAIL IMPACT: 4473: Passed
• 1/4” – 3/8” thick slate 
(class 3, under 6 lbs. per sq. ft.)
• 3/8” – 1/2 “ thick slate 
(class 4, under 9 lbs. per sq. ft.)
WIND & RAIN:
• TAS 100 A: Passed
• 110 MPH Wind/Rain 
(Dade County Protocol)

1-855-SlateTec (1-855-752-8383)

Used in Europe and around the world for
hundreds of years, English Shingle Tile is revered
for its natural, artisanal beauty, longevity, limited

Benefits & Testing

maintenance, and environmental friendliness.
• Less than nine lbs. per sq. ft.

TileTec® by Genuine Roof Systems delivers the
identical classic flat slab handcrafted clay tile

• Lower engineering and structural costs

aesthetics without the weight associated with

• Large variety of colors and textures

these materials. Our patented system allows

• Genuine Roof Systems sells and ships to
end user (no middle man)

our handcrafted clay tile roofs to be installed
on almost any weight-challenged roofing

• Backed by an impressive warranty for the
first 75 years

project possible.
Let our team show you the variety of our clay tile
blends to design the roof of your dreams.

STM 1167 Grade 1:
• Transverse Breaking Strength and 
Water Absorption
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WIND & RAIN:
• TAS 100 A: Passed
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Our Products & System

Traditional Systems
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18” SLATE

12” SLATE

UNDER 6 LBS. / SQ. FT.

OVER 10 LBS. / SQ. FT.

Same genuine quarried slate (shorter length)
with our patented interlayment

Old-style, long, and cumbersome pieces
with 10” overlap

Revolutionizing the roofing industry, our patented interlayment approach:
• Dramatically reduces the amount of material needed—up to 40% less
• Lowers new construction engineering and structural costs
• Slate can replace cedar or asphalt shingles for reroofing plans, and clay tile is
now attainable on most roofs
• Indistinguishable from traditional slate or flat slab clay tile installations,
but without the hidden overlapping excess material
• Does not compromise quality; we use only genuine S-1 Vermont slate and natural
handcrafted flat slab clay tile
• Backed by impressive warranties (SlateTec: 100 years, TileTec: the first 75 years)
®

®

Architects & Contractors
As an architect, roofer, or contractor, you strive to offer only the best designs and materials to
your clients.
Genuine Roof Systems is proud to offer our unique system that enables professionals like
you to expand your new construction and remodeling markets. At less than 6 lbs. per sq. ft.,
no reengineering is needed with SlateTec; at less than 9 lbs. per sq. ft., TileTec will require an
engineer’s report and may or may not need minor restructuring.
Our signature interlayment enables you to offer these elegant, reliable genuine materials without
the added weight and expenses of traditional installations, and:
• Eliminates up to 40% of the excess materials hidden in conventional installs
• Does not require hooks, battens, or rail systems common with other methods
• Uses traditional nail to the deck system
• Uses genuine S-1 grade Vermont slate or handcrafted flat slab
clay tile backed by our remarkable warranties
• Avoids middleman mark up by shipping directly to the end user

Natural Elegance. Genuine Materials.

1-855-SlateTec
genuineroofsystems.com

PO Box 2015, Wheat Ridge, CO 80034

